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Hello dear visitors to Yoda4NewAge website 

 

'About me' and my site let my texts say. But for the purposes of a conventional personal presentation, I will 

continue to provide some general personal information below.  

My nickname is Yoda and I publish my texts online under this name. I am 69 years old, a retired graduate 

Electrical Engineer with a background in Process Computer Systems.  

I have practiced yoga and studied and practiced various esoteric and healing systems. So I developed my 

own system of psychomental cybernetics too (page 2).  

But all this is irrelevant in comparison with Teaching of dr. Grigori Grabovoi (page 1). Therefore I would like 

to present a useful knowledge of this learning through my elaborations on the concrete use of Grabovoi's 

technologies in the successful solutions of health problems. This is the main reason that I set up my own 

web site this Year(2019), which I manage and equip myself with content. I have provided pages 6 and 7 for 

English speaking visitors. And for them is the Information-for-a-new-era forum category too. 

                                          

I was born in Ljubljana, Slovenia, where I still live. My family and most of my other relatives live in Slovenia 

as well. I graduated in 1975 from the University of Ljubljana - Faculty of Electrical Engineering. In my 

career, I was avoiding the possibility of becoming a boss. So there is nothing to say about it. 

 

I preferred to develop and build some useful electronic devices for my hobby, and later I programmed my 

original systems in a few different programming languages (documented on the blog). 

 

At 18, my father and I drove the route from Ljubljana to Ulcinj in Montenegro and back. We slept outdoors 

in sleeping bags and under bridges. We had bikes without gear ...... so the trip took 3 weeks. 

 

In my younger years, I loved visiting the mountains. I later became a fanatical sailor who made himself an 

ultra light and solidly fast catamaran (blog pictures). 

 

In the past, I also liked to run recreationally. In the 10 km cross country, I came 3rd in the company’s 

internal competition in my age category. 

 

Now at 69 I still swim the crowl well enough so that I am faster than most of the younger non-competitors. 
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Why did Yoda become a mascot in my text posts? 

Let's take a look at his presentation on the following sites. 

 

https://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoda 

https://www.starwars.com/databank/yoda 

 

Yoda  

 

Yoda was a legendary Jedi Master and stronger than most in his connection with the Force. Small in size 
but wise and powerful, he trained Jedi for over 800 years, playing integral roles in the Clone Wars, the 
instruction of Luke Skywalker, and unlocking the path to immortality. 
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